YOUR ONE SOLUTION FOR

BARS & RESTAURANTS
BROADCAST RADIO
BROADCAST TV
CASINOS
CINEMAS
CONVENTION CENTERS
CORPORATE
CRUISE SHIPS
eSPORTS
GOVERNMENT
HEALTHCARE
HIGHER EDUCATION
HOTELS
HOUSES OF WORSHIP
K-12/PRIMARY EDUCATION
KARAOKE
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
MUSEUMS
NIGHTLIFE
PERFORMING ARTS
PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS
RECORDING
RETAIL DESTINATIONS
STADIUMS & ARENAS
THEMED ATTRACTIONS
TRANSPORTATION
THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG
MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX
VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Crown
DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

Power amplifiers

DBX
LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL
LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

Lexicon
AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin
STAGE LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING CONTROLLERS, ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FIXTURES, LED VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Soundcraft
MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING INTERFACES, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

Studer
MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
HARMAN harnesses the power of industry-leading audio, video and lighting technologies, allowing production managers to create impactful and unique live entertainment experiences that the audience will never forget.
COMMON HARMAN APPLICATIONS IN LIVE ENTERTAINMENT SPACES

Vocal and Instrument Microphones  |  Loudspeakers
Digital Signage                 |  Sound Management
Audio Processing and Distribution|  Performance Lighting
HARMAN Professional Solutions is the world’s largest professional audio, video, lighting, and control manufacturer. We are shaping the transformation of live entertainment performances through bold innovations that enable event production managers to create unique and engaging experiences.

**FRONT OF HOUSE**

**Simplified Audio And Lighting Management**
The world’s biggest acts trust HARMAN front of house sound mixing and lighting control technology tour after tour. They know only HARMAN can deliver the level of consistent and reliable support they demand to guarantee show-stopping performances, night after night.

**OFF-STAGE**

**Phenomenal From Every Seat**
No matter how large, small, or oddly shaped, HARMAN amplifiers, processors, and loudspeakers deliver a phenomenal sound experience throughout the venue. HARMAN off-stage gear not only performs impeccably but is truly road worthy, designed to be lightweight, rugged and easy to manage.

**ON-STAGE**

**Bring Stages to Life**
HARMAN’s renowned on-stage sound capture, monitoring, and lighting solutions ensure that today’s top performers look and sound their very best. From a small touring act to the most elaborate stage show, HARMAN has the right gear to capture, illuminate, and bring events to life.
Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.

WORLDWIDE SOLUTION SUPPORT
HARMAN HAS SALES OFFICES AROUND THE GLOBE READY TO HELP

FOR MORE INFORMATION visit pro.harman.com